
Dynasty Warriors WIP
Welcome to Ancient China, with the loss of the de facto power of the Eastern Han dynasty in China, 
has begun and ushered a start of a Period of Disunity. China is fractured by Warlords, Tyrants, and 
Bandits that roam it's lands.
Will you join Yellow Turban Rebellion in Shanyang, perhaps help Dong Zhuo will rise to power, join 
with various warlords that have stricken the land, or make your own path through this land of Chaos.

You have 1000 CP to spend.

Locations:

Roll 1d8 or spend 100 CP

Starting areas
1: Shanyang: Yellow Turbans

2: Luoyang: Dong Zhuo/Cao Cao

3: Chengdu: Liu Bei

4: Wuchang: Sun Family

5: You Province: Yuan Shao

6: Xu Province: Lü Bu

7: Nanzhao: Meng Hou/ Nanman Rebellion

8: Free Pick

Origins: 
Age: 2d8 + 18 
Gender: Stays the same. change gender and age cost 50 CP
Drop-in: You have no allies or family to assist you.

Officer: You are a officer to the lands you have started in.

Warlord: You are a warlord allied with the lands you've started in, or a bandit lord.

Strategist: You are skills in turning the tides of the battlefield are well renowned if trained enough they 
may be almost as great as Zhuge Liang, and Sima Yi.



Skills:
Warrior's Body: Your body is fit and trained as a average soldier. You can keep up with most army 
marches and terrain hardly affects your march.

Turncoat: (Drop-in) You can switch sides by simply wearing different colors and a mask. Be wary your 
allies will be suspicious of you disappearing and reappearing when you please. 

Times have changed: (Drop-in) You can sense when important battles are about to happen near your 
area and those you can only be reach by your current assets WIP
Note: what it needs is a time-to-sense range and maybe a proximity range. Like, you only get X-
minutes advance warning of a bar fight, and x-hours advance of a big military engagement.
(Drop-In) WIP

Rage Attack (Drop-In) Enter a powerful bullet time esque state where your inner energy flows around 
you, whilst this can turn you into a font of destruction unleashed upon the battlefield it can only be 
maintained for minutes... and afterwords your exhausted

Rally Call: (Officer) WIP
Volunteer Army: (Officer) Peasants can easily persuade them into follow believing that you will lead 
them to a better life. With enough training, Resources and discipline they can be a great reserve force.
Strength of Lü Bu: (Officer) When people say one man army they think of you. Yours is the strength of 
legend, and only the Ogre Warrior himself seems to rival you power. Many men will choose to flee 
rather than face your tremendous strength.
(Officer)

Art of War: (Strategist) Whilst you might not be the best fighter, and potentially dependent on others 
for your own defense, you are well educated in the ways and means of war conducted by units of men. 
In times of crisis you recognize what strategy is best to utilize to blunt the foes advance.

Southeast Winds: (Strategist) Seemingly mystical winds blow whenever you need to unleash a fire 
attack against the enemy, be it great or small.

The Negotiator: (Strategist) You are very know the best words to use in a situation, how to get out of it 
and use it to your advantage. You can even help diplomatic missions when needed. You can compose 
such scathing or demoralizing missives that people are shocked into inaction- minutes for simple 
boasts, and days for taunts between generals before a battle is joined. Recipients can still defend, but 
their composure is thoroughly rattled.

Ancestor's plea: (Strategist) You can summon a army of fallen ghosts to assist in your battles. WIP

Origins (Warlord) Your origins do not matter to those under your command, unless it is towards your 
benefit, and are less likely to effect, negatively, the opinions of anyone except your most hated foes. In 
societies like feudal China this means your stature can only go up.

Ambition (Warlord) Your ambition knows no equal, and your willpower will not allow anything to 
stand in the way... unfortunately this determination inclines you to collect skilled people to help you 
accomplish your goal... may also spawn scurrilous rumors about your licentiousness.



Oath of the Peach Gardens: (Warlord) You and two other officers of your faction have decided to join 
in a brother/sisterhood and that you will fight and die together on the same day. Anytime you and the 
other two officers are fighting together your power increases tremendously.(The two officers will be 
considered as companions and follow you after the jump.)

Hero of Chaos: (Warlord) Your enemies may forever view you as a ruthless tyrant, but your men are 
inspired by your cause. If anyone can accomplish uniting the land and putting an end to civil unrest and
strife it is you. Not only does this bolster the morale of troops under your command it inspires loyalty 
to all members of your army (or hereditary fiefdoms, or even businesses).

Generals and Officers: Companion import
Musou attack: A special attack that is used to clear out wide amount of soldiers on the battlefield.
True Musou: An attack that devastates the enemy forces but is mainly useful when you are near the 
verge of death.

Fighting Styles: Choose one style any origin for any extra fighting style you must pay 200 cp per style.
Sword Style            Spear Style
Fan Style              Club Style
Martial Arts Style     Giant Weapon Style
Strength Style         Ranged Style
Musical weapon Style   Unusual Weapon Style

Elemental Powers: 200cp
Lightning Electrified weapons your thing? Thats how this starts out, further mastery results in bolts of 
lightning raining down around you as you attack.

Fire: As your proficency increases your weapons is shrouded in flames setting enemies on fire when 
struck, eventually you are yourself enveloped in a flame of fire.

Ice: Supernatural cold radiates from your weapons allowing you to temporarily freeze enemies, mastery
results not simply longer freeze times, but storms of ice shards.

Wind: Concussive blasts of air follow your strikes, and occasionally sending them flying. Mastery 
results in a growing number of whirlwinds from your strikes

Absorb: Suck the life, or spiritual energy out of foes

Vorpal When unleashed this dark force seemingly slays the faint of spirit (Regular soldiers), while still 
harming those of more impressive stature (officers) its not as effective it does however have the 
tendency to be unblockable.

Poison: Foul miasma seeps from your weapons weakening your foes.

Items, Mounts, and Weapons:
20,000 Wushu
Horse
Elephant
Red Hare
Leather Armour
Mundane Weapon



Well made Weapon
Well made Armour
Green Dragon Crescent Blade
7-Star Sword
Sky Piercer
Imperial Seal

Drawbacks:
We will meet again: Any historic officers and warlords will always be able to retreat from the 
battlefield no matter the odds, even when virtually surrounded they will continue to be able to retreat 
until their historical date of death.

Dynasty warriors 3 voice acting: Be prepared to hear hammy dialogue and mispronunciation of names.

Badly textured: Why are the trees 2 dimensional? OH GODS THOSE MOUNTAINS LOOKS 
HIDEOUS! Why does this soldier's face look like it was made in the PS2 era?

Servant of Dong Zhuo: Dong Zhuo has a very important item that is valuable to you. Could be a item 
or someone you care deeply for he has hidden it in a very isolated location and will only return it once 
you help him conquer China. Killing Dong Zhou results in the lost of that Item/Person forever. 

Chaos Difficulty:No mercy. Soldiers fight with the expertise of actually trained soldiers instead of 
being Mooks. All enemies armies are highly disciplined and coordinated. New Heroes/Enemies may 
emerge just as quickly as they are slain. Do not pursue Lü Bu.

Lü Bu Pursues you: You have caught the Ire of Lü Bu either of rumors of your strength being stronger 
than him, or perhaps you have interfered with his plans now Lü Bu will stop at nothing to chase you 
down and defeat you to prove his strength when you're both on the battlefield. 

Zuo Ci interference: Zuo Ci has felt that your presence bring great calamity to China and will interfere 
with your plans as much as possible.

The Romance of the Three Kingdoms: You stay in the Jump til China has been united.

Warriors Orochi: Whats this strange light on the horizon? You feel lightheaded, proceed directly to 
Warriors Orochi Jump after this one. (Jump not done.)

Go Home: 
Stay:
Continue On:

Notes:
Need to include a Kingdom dossier; probably.


